
WEEK 3: Cylinder produced design with paisley motifs and foliage in main border, 
smaller paisley motifs in inner border, 1887-1896 
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This design was produced by cylinder printing, with each being produced with a different 
cylinder.  The labels at the top of the sample give some extra information: the first label says 
it is ‘Cyl Sc 90’ and that the width of the finished product would be 36 ½ inches.  It also has 
the date 7th March 1887 which is probably when the pattern/cylinder was put into use.  The 
second label says the pattern or cylinder was turned off in December 1896.    
 
The paisley shape was a common motif used in the Indian market, as well as being popular 
with British and European consumers particularly in what became known as paisley shawls 
(named after the town of Paisley which was a major centre for the weaving of these shawls).  
Explanations for the origins of or inspiration for the shape depend on the country in which it 
is being used.  In India the motif has been linked to flowers, mangos, and likened to the 
footprint of Buddha, while in Scotland it was associated with the shape of a pine cone (see 
Valerie Reilly, ‘The Paisley Shawl’ in Uncut Cloth: Saris, Shawls and Sashes).   
 
The pattern was designed and manufactured by William Stirling and Sons, who registered a 
number of similar designs with the Board of Trade in the early 1880s.  The pattern book 
which contains this sample was started around 1885 and was used as late as 1915, which 
means that it was used by the United Turkey Red Company Ltd after it was formed in 1898.   
William Stirling and Sons were one of the first to establish themselves as Turkey red dyers in 
the Vale of Leven.  The firm had started as bleachers and calico printers in the eighteenth 
century and started working with Turkey red in the early nineteenth century.  Their works 
were at Cordale and Dalquhurn, downstream from their main rivals, John Orr Ewing and 
Co. and Archibald Orr Ewing and Co.    The cloth was bleached and dyed red at Dalquhurn 
and then taken to Cordale to be printed.  A detailed description of William Stirling and Sons 
can be found in David Bremner’s account of the Turkey red industry in The Industries of 
Scotland: Their Rise Progress and Present Condition.   


